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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Construction sites are one of the largest sources of sediment and associated contaminants. When
rainfall occurs, sediment is produced as soil particles disintegrate and erode from the bare soil area and
are transported to the nearest water conveyance structure, such as an inlet. When soil is disturbed to
construct buildings and highways, the rate of erosion increases. Sediment from these areas mixes with
water and enters roadside gutters after rainfall or snowmelt events. This can lead to clogging of
drainage systems and street flooding. It can also escalate treatment cost for wastewater treatment
facilities, due to increased sediment load.
Various tests were performed to analyze the effectiveness of curb and gutter inlet protection products at
the Erosion Control Research and Training Center (ECRTC) of the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. The tests analyzed the ability of these products to prevent sediment from entering the
inlets. The goal of these tests was to compare the various products and determine which would work
best to prevent sediment from entering the inlets at construction sites. Several criteria were used in
testing in order to make the best recommendations to the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT).
The products analyzed in testing were (1) frame and grate, (2) Dandy curb bag, (3) Dandy curb sack
(orange fabric), (4) Erosion Eel, (5) GeoHay, (6) SediGuard, and (7) Inlet Pro.
The duration of the test was 15 minutes with a discharge rate of 119 gallons/minute (7.5 L/s). One 5
gallon bucket of clay soil was initially poured into a 300 gallon water tank; half a bucket was later
poured at 5 and 10 minutes. This mixture would spill over onto the slab, where samples would be
collected before and after the product was installed. Water samples were collected every 3 minutes and
were oven-dried to determine sediment concentration. Using this procedure, it was possible to
determine how efficient each product was in terms of sediment retention. The SediGuard and Dandy
curb sack products performed better than the other products tested. Although several products were
able to filter efficiently, they often created excessive ponding. Ponding on an active roadway can
potentially create safety concerns. The evaluation was based on two criteria: water should be able to
infiltrate the product without creating heavy ponding and the product should retain a large fraction of the
sediment.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
Water quality deterioration due to sediment is a major environmental problem in the United States. Soil
erosion from bare areas leads to the introduction of sediment in water bodies. Sediment from
construction sites often finds its way into roadside drainage structures such as inlets and ditches. This
leads to water quality degradation caused by increased sediment concentration, and it affects the local
aquatic ecosystem. If proper protection measures are not taken, inlets can be clogged due to the
accumulated sediment and debris in the sewer system. This in turn can cause flooding of roadways and
potentially create hazardous conditions for drivers.
To address such concerns, preventive measures should be implemented to clean sediment entering a
water body through inlets. Suspended sediment can be trapped by inlet protection products, reducing
wastewater treatment costs. Although coarse sediment particles can’t pass through the products,
smaller particles such as clay can easily pass through them. Inlet protection products not only act as a
barrier to the sediment, but they also help dissipate the flow energy of water. This reduction in velocity
increases the amount of time it takes flowing water to enter the inlet, preventing overflow into drains.
Implementing these products helps reduce the cost of treating the water and helps prevent flooding of
the sewer system.
These products should be able to retain sediment while creating minimum or no ponding. Products
must be porous enough to prevent flooding—but not so porous that sediment particles can flow through
it without restriction. It is important to evaluate products on these merits, along with the extent to which
they reduce the amount of soil entering the inlet. If a product stops all sediment from coming through,
high levels of ponding will occur. This scenario is not ideal for roadways and may make them unusable.
Another consideration when evaluating a product is its installation method. A product should be
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. Improper installation can lead to flooded
roadways and additional maintenance costs. It is also important to determine which installation
methods can be improved and which ones lead to product failure due to insufficient filtration and/or
excessive ponding.
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SECTION 2: OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this study was to examine several products for sediment retention in curb and gutter
inlets and provide recommendations based on the results of performance tests and analysis. The
analysis was based on the following criteria: the extent of ponding, sediment trapping efficiency, and
product durability.
The specific goals of the project were as follows:


Conduct a field experiment and collect samples to test product effectiveness in sediment
retention.



Examine the extent of flooding created by each product.



Provide recommendations about which products worked best under the test conditions.
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S
SECTION
N 3: METH
HODOLOG
GY
3
3.1 CURB AND
A
GUTTER INLET PR
ROTECTION
N PRODUCT
TS
S
Seven produ
ucts were tes
sted at the Erosion
E
Conttrol Researcch and Training Center (ECRTC) at tthe
rrecommenda
ation of the Illinois
I
Depa
artment of Trransportation
n (IDOT).
3
3.1.1 Frame and Grate
T
The frame an
nd grate (Fig
gure 3.1) is made
m
of durrable galvaniized framing
g with geotexxtile filter bags set
d
deep undern
neath the gra
ate. This pro
oduct is reusable with pro
oper cleanin
ng. It can handle a large flow
b
because it ha
as a feature that allows flow to overttop the bag underneath the grate (F
FleXstorm 20
014).
T
The bag is able to hold a large amou
unt of debris
s inside the ssack, preven
nting debris ffrom settling
g on the
ove
g
grate and blo
ocking the flo
ow entering the inlet. Th
he product re
equires routiine maintena
ance to remo
d
debris from the
t bag afterr each rainfa
all event. The
e frame is ad
djustable an
nd can fit on any size of grate
((Figure 3.2). Product installation is fa
airly easy, re
equiring onlyy one or two personnel.

Figure 3.1 Outsiide view of installed fra
ct.
ame and grrate produc

ure 3.2 Insid
de view of installed fra
ame and gra
ate product.
Figu
Installation method
m
(FleX
Xstorm 2014
4):
1. Remo
ove the grate from the casting
c
or concrete drain
nage structurre.
2. Clean
n ledge (lip) of the castin
ng frame/dra
ainage structture; ensure
e it’s free of d
dirt.
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3. Drop in the inlet filter
f
through
h the clear opening; be ssure suspension hangerrs rest firmly on the
inside
e ledge (lip) of the castin
ng.
4. Reins
sert the grate and confirrm that it is elevated
e
no m
more than 1/8 inch (stee
el hanger thiickness).
5. Attac
ch the stainle
ess steel mo
ounting brack
kets using th
he concrete fasteners prrovided.
3
3.1.2 Dandy
y Curb Sack
k (Orange Fa
abric)
T
The Dandy curb
c
sack (orrange fabric) (Figure 3.3
3) is a sedim
ment control product to p
prevent sedim
mentla
aden runoff from urban areas, along
g with provid
ding inlet pro
otection. The
e product is m
made up of highvvisibility mon
nofilament ge
eotextile, consisting of a large sack that rests un
nderneath th
he grate. The
e
p
product also has a curb filter, allowin
ng all water to
t be filtered
d efficiently. Water enterrs through th
he grate,
w
where sedim
ment and other debris collect in the sack.
s
For opttimal perform
mance, it is a
advised to cclean the
ssack when itt becomes more
m
than on
ne third full of
o sediment ((Dandy Curb
b Sack 2009
9). To clean tthe unit,
ssimply remov
ve the grate and lift the unit from the
e grate using
g the lifting sstraps (Figurre 3.4).

de view of installed
i
Da
andy curb s
sack produc
ct.
Figurre 3.3 Outsid

Figure 3..4 Details off Dandy currb sack pro duct (dandy
yproducts.c
com).
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Installation method:
m
1. Remo
ove the grate.
2. Wrap
p grate aroun
nd the lowerr and top lift straps.
3. Inserrt Dandy curb
b sack into framing
f
and place grate on top; ensu
ure straps are on top of the
grate
e.
4. Wedg
ge curb filterr against the
e curb to prev
vent curbsid
de leaking.
3
3.1.3 Dandy
y Curb Bag
T
The Dandy curb
c
bag (Fig
gure 3.5) is a sediment control
c
produ
onofilament
uct made off a woven mo
g
geotextile fab
bric that allo
ows sedimen
nt and other contaminan ts to filter effficiently. Wa
ater flows thrrough
the top of the
e grate, redu
ucing flow to
o allow sedim
ment to be tra
apped within
n the fabric ((Figure 3.6).. The
g
grate is slid into
i
the bag,, which is the
en inserted into
i
the fram
ming. The op
pening is sea
aled shut witth Velcro
a
and placed away
a
from th
he direct flow
w of water (D
Dandy Curb Bag 2009).

Fig
gure 3.5 Ou
utside view of Dandy curb bag pro
oduct (thedrainagesou
urce.com).

Figure 3.6 Details of
o Dandy curb bag prod
duct (dandy
yproducts.c
com).
Installation method:
m
1. Open
n Dandy curb
b bag pouch
h, slide grate
e into bag an
nd seal shut with Velcro..
2. Using
g lifting strap
ps, insert pro
oduct into grrate framing..
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3
3.1.4 GeoHa
ay
T
The GeoHay
y (Figure 3.7
7) is a sediment control product
p
mad
de of recycle
ed synthetic ccarpet fiberss and is
u
used in both paved and unpaved are
eas. Sandba
ags are com monly used to secure th
he product fo
or paved
a
areas, where
eas stakes are
a used prim
marily for unpaved areass. This produ
uct only allow
ws flow through the
ccurbside ope
ening, requirring the grate
e to be cove
ered for curb and gutter a
applications. GeoHay ha
as a
ccapacity to fiilter out 2 ac
cres of draina
age area (GeoHay 2011
1). If the prod
duct has sed
diment that h
has
a
accumulated
d to one half of its origina
al height, it should
s
be re
emoved and replaced.

Figure
e 3.7 GeoHa
ay.
Installation method:
m
1. If a grate is prese
ent, cover the grate with an imperme
eable material.
e GeoHay allongside currb.
2. Place
a. Iff the surface is paved, pllace sandba
ags (or brickss) on top of product.
uct into the g
ground.
b. Iff the surface is unpaved,, stake produ
3
3.1.5 Erosio
on Eel
T
The Erosion Eel (Figure 3.8) is a sed
diment contrrol product cconsisting off a weighted sediment tu
ube filled
w
with recycled
d tires, made
e up of wove
en polypropy
ylene geotexxtile (Erosion
n Eel 2009). It should be
e kept
ffree from collected sedim
ment and debris for long-term use.

3 Erosion Eel.
Figure 3.8
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Installation method:
m
1. Place
e the produc
ct around the
e inlet of guttter.
2. Ensure surface is
s uniform forr good groun
nd contact.
3. Ensure Erosion Eel
E is kept around the grrate, compre
essed againsst the curb.
3
3.1.6 SediGu
uard
T
The SediGua
ard (Figure 3.9)
3 is a low--profile sedim
ment contro l product tha
at can be driiven over witthout
duct is
d
damage. Wa
ater flows thrrough the top and sides,, trapping se
ediment within the materrial. The prod
p
placed over the
t grate an
nd secured by
b zip ties. This product ccan be easilly cleaned b
by sweeping the
ssurface.

ard.
Figure 3.9 SediGua
Installation method:
m
1. Place
e SediGuard
d over the grrate.
2. Ensure SediGuarrd overlaps/a
aligns with the grate grid
dding on all sides to pre
event seepag
ge.
3. Lift grate; loop zip
p tie through
h grate and SediGuard.
S
d be aligned
M
small holes
h
in the product;
p
the holes should
d with the gra
ate and have equal
a. Make
spacing.
hrough SediiGuard, wrap
pping it arou
und grate gridding.
b. Loop zip tie th
3
3.1.7 Inlet Pro
T
The Inlet Pro
o is nearly id
dentical to the Dandy currb sack but iis made of a different fab
oduct
bric. The pro
h
has flaps tha
at sit outside of the grate
e, weighed down
d
by reba
ars to ensure
e the producct is secured
d (Figure
3
3.10). As wa
ater flows into
o the grate, debris and sediment
s
co llect in the ssack underne
eath. This prroduct
rrequires routtine cleanup after each rainfall
r
event.
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Figure 3.10 Inlet P
Pro.
Installation method:
m
1. Remo
ove the grate.
2. Inserrt the produc
ct into framin
ng and place
e grate on top
p.
3. Ensure flaps are on the slab;; place rebarrs inside the
e exterior flap
p holes.
4. Place
e two bricks on curbside
e rebar to ens
sure top flap
p stays secu
ured (if necesssary).
3
3.2 TESTING
G PROTOCO
OL
3
3.2.1 Field Setup
S
T
To test the sediment filtration by curb and gutterr inlet protecction productts, certain prrocedures w
were
ffollowed. Beffore each test, the test area
a
(concre
ete slab) wass thoroughlyy cleaned of any debris ((Figure
3
3.11).

Figure 3.11 Prepa
aration of fie
eld for testing.
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3
3.2.2 Flow Calibration
C
T
To calibrate flow, a volum
me time mea
asurement was
w done ussing a 26.5 g
gallon (100 L
L) graduated
d water
b
bucket (Figure 3.12). The time durattion to fill the
e bucket entiirely to 26.5 gallon (100 L) was note
ed with a
sstopwatch, and
a the flow rate was calculated by dividing
d
the ttotal volume
e by time. Th
he average ttime to fill
2
26.5 gallon (100 L) was calculated to
o be around 13.3 second
ds, providing
g a flow rate
e of 119
g
gallons/minu
ute (gpm) or 7.5 L/s.

Figure 3.12
2 Graduated
d water
cket, 100 L (Yankee
(
Co
ontainers®)..
buc
3
3.3 TEST SE
ETUP
T
The total durration of the test was 15 minutes. Water
W
from th e pump wass discharged
d at a rate off 119
g
gallons/minu
ute (7.5 L/s) and was pou
ured into a 300
3 gallon ta
ank. At the b
beginning of the test, one
e5
g
gallon bucke
et of clay soill was added to the tank and stirred ccontinuouslyy throughoutt the experim
ment
((Figure 3.13)). A half buc
cket (2.5 gallon) of clay soil
s was add ed to the tan
nk 5 and 10 minutes afte
er the
initial addition (Figure 3.14). Continu
uous mixing prevented a
any soil from
m settling to the bottom.

Figure 3.13
3 Sediment mixing.

9

Figure 3.14
4 Adding cl ay soil.
3
3.4 SAMPLE
E COLLECT
TION
T
The samples
s were collec
cted in glass
s jars from th
he outlet of tthe soil mixtu
ure tank (Fig
gure 3.15) an
nd
b
beneath the grate (Figurre 3.16). Sam
mples were collected
c
evvery 3 minute
es until the 1
15 minute mark,
a
along with a sample take
en when the test initially started. The
e soil mixturre tank was sstirred contin
nuously
to ensure tha
at the samples would ha
ave a consisttent homoge
enous soil co
oncentration
n.

Figure 3.15 Sam
mple from m
mixture tank
k.
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Figurre 3.16 Sam
mple from be
eneath grate
e.
3
3.5 LABORA
ATORY ANA
ALYSIS
C
Collected samples were taken to a la
ab to measu
ure sedimentt concentrattions. If posssible, turbiditty
rreadings werre taken for the samples
s in nephelom
metric turbid
dity units (NT
TUs).
A
As samples were
w
acquire
ed during the experimen
nt, they were
e organized based on tim
me duration from
initial to final (Figure 3.17
7). These sa
amples were
e collected in
n cylindrical glass jars an
nd taken to tthe lab
w
where they were
w
initially weighed (W
W1) (Figure 3.18).
3
Jars w
were then pla
aced in an o
oven at ~105
5°C for
~
~48 to 72 ho
ours to evapo
orate the wa
ater (Figure 3.19).
3
Once the water evvaporated, tthe bottles
ccontaining so
oil residue were
w
weighed
d again (W2
2) (Figure 3.2
20). As a fina
al step, the b
bottles were
e washed
a
and weighed
d (W3). The weight
w
of the
e soil residue was obtain
ned by subtrracting W3 ffrom W2 (W4
4 = W2 –
W
W3).

Figure
F
3.17 Sample co llection.
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Figurre 3.18 Soil sample we
eighing (W1).

Fiigure 3.19 Heating
H
the samples.

12

Figurre 3.20 Soil residue we
eighing (W2
2).
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S
SECTION
N 4: OBSE
ERVATIONS
4
4.1 FRAME AND GRAT
TE
A
At the experiimental flow rate of 119 gallons/minute (7.5 L/s)), the frame and grate (F
Figure 4.1) a
appeared
to convey the
e flow efficie
ently. Water started to co
ollect around
d the curb, a
and it drained
d through th
he sides
o
of the produc
ct (Figure 4.2). Water co
ollected insid
de the bag, b
but it never rrose above tthe level of tthe grate
d
due to the ov
verflow prote
ection featurre (Figure 4.3). Upon co mpletion of tthe experiment, the slab
b was
e
entirely drain
ned within 2--1/2 minutes
s. The quick drainage likkely prevente
ed a heavy a
amount of se
ediment
ffrom being captured
c
upo
on overflowin
ng. This prod
duct didn’t c reate much ponding, bu
ut sediment rretention
e
efficiency wa
as small com
mpared to oth
her products
s tested. Rou
utine cleanin
ng is suggessted because
e the
p
product could become heavily restric
cted if clogged by debriss in the sackk.

Figure
e 4.1 Frame
e installed u
under a gratte.

Figure
e 4.2 Frame and grate c
curbside flo
ow.
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Figure 4.3
3 Frame and
d grate ove
erflow prote
ection.
4
4.2 DANDY CURB SAC
CK (ORANGE FABRIC)
W
Within severral minutes, water
w
collected around the
t Dandy ccurb sack (orrange fabric)) (Figure 4.4
4) with
rrestricted flow
w into the grrate. Heavy ponding occ
curred aroun
nd the slab (Figure 4.5), with sedime
ent
ccollecting aro
ound the pro
oduct as inte
ended. Upon
n completion
n of the expe
eriment, we ffound severa
al pieces
o
of debris werre found ben
neath the gra
ate. Results suggest tha
at this debriss may have rrestricted the
e total
fflow passing through the
e grate. Obse
ervations su
uggest that th
his sack cou
uld potentially become fu
ull from
d
debris over an
a extended period. This
s product wo
orked well fo
or sediment retention, bu
ut it created
ssignificant po
onding comp
pared to othe
er products tested.
t

Figure 4.4 Dand
dy curb sack
k (installed).

15

Fig
gure 4.5 Dan
ndy curb sa
ack at 119 g pm (7.5 L/s
s) flow rate.
4
4.3 DANDY CURB BAG
G
W
Within severral minutes, the
t Dandy curb
c
bag (Fig
gure 4.6) exp
perienced po
onding with restricted flo
ow into
the grate (Fig
gure 4.7). By
y 9 minutes,, severe pon
nding caused
d water to co
ome off the sslab. By 11 m
minutes,
p
ponding dras
stically increased (Figure
e 4.8), which
h caused the
e water to ovvertop the cu
urb (Figure 4
4.9).
O
Once the tes
st was finishe
ed, it took arround 11-1/2
2 minutes fo
or slab to be entirely draiined. Once ffully
d
drained, the slab had a high
h
density of soil surro
ounding the g
grate. Becau
use water ovvertopped th
he curb,
this was clas
ssified as a product
p
failure. The prod
duct worked well for sed
diment retenttion, but it crreated
ssignificant po
onding comp
pared to othe
er products tested.
t

Figu
ure 4.6 Dand
dy curb bag
g (installed)).
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Fig
gure 4.7 Dan
ndy curb ba
ag at 119 gp
pm (7.5 L/s)) flow rate.

Figure 4.8 Dandy currb bag at 119 gpm (7.5 L/s) flow ra
ate, concrette slab.

Figure 4..9 Water ove
ertopping curb,
c
produ ct failure (D
Dandy curb bag).
17

4
4.4 GEOHAY
Y
W
Within severral seconds, ponding imm
mediately oc
ccurred arou
und the GeoHay (Figure 4.10). Withiin 2
m
minutes, watter overtopped the curb (Figure 4.11
1). At that po
oint, the test was ended and the product was
cclassified as a failure. It took around 8 to10 minu
utes to entire
ely drain the
e slab.

Figure
e 4.10 GeoH
Hay at 119 g
gpm (7.5 L/s
s).

Hay).
Figure 4.11 Water overtopping
o
g curb (GeoH
4
4.5 EROSIO
ON EEL
T
The Erosion Eel drained effectively, with ponding
g around the
e grate (Figu
ure 4.12). Se
ediment-lade
en water
a
appeared to pass throug
gh small gap
ps alongside the curb un filtered and enter the grrate (Figure 4
4.13).
O
Once the tes
st ended, it to
ook around 11-1/2 minu
utes to entire
ely drain the slab. There appeared to
o be no
rreduction in sediment co
oncentration once water passed thro
ough the pro
oduct. This p
product creatted
m
moderate po
onding comp
pared to othe
er products tested.
t
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Figure 4.12
4
Erosion Eel at 119
9 gpm (7.5 L
L/s).

Fiigure 4.13 Erosion
E
Eel draining.
4
4.6 SEDIGUARD
T
The SediGua
ard (Figure 4.14)
4
proved
d to drain sediment-lade n water efficciently underr the experim
mental
fflow rate of 119
1 gallons/m
minute (7.5 L/s) (Figure 4.15). Throu
ughout the e
experiment, there was a
rreasonable amount
a
of po
onding on th
he slab (Figu
ure 4.16). Up
pon completion of the exxperiment, th
he slab
w
was complettely drained in 2-1/2 minutes. A good
d amount off soil was surrounding th
he grate (Fig
gure
4
4.17). This product
p
appe
eared to be very
v
efficientt in terms of sediment re
etention with
hout creating
g much
p
ponding com
mpared to oth
her products
s tested.
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gure 4.14 SediGuard
S
(iinstalled).
Fig

Figure 4.15 Flow
F
through the SediG
Guard durin
ng testing.

Figure 4.16 Pondin
ng around tthe SediGua
ard.
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Figure 4.17 Sedimentt residue aro
ound SediG
Guard after slab was drained.
4
4.7 INLET PRO
A
At 2-1/2 minu
utes, pondin
ng occurred around
a
the product
p
(Fig ure 4.18). By 7-1/2 minu
utes, a whirlp
pool
fformation oc
ccurred on to
op of the grate (Figure 4.19). By 10 m
minutes, the
e ponding inccreased and
d soon
fformed a sm
mall pool arou
und the grate
e (Figure 4.2
20). By 11 m
minutes, seve
ere ponding occurred, a
and
ccontinued to increase un
ntil the experriment ended
d. Within 2 m
minutes after the experim
ment ended,, water
w
was in the in
nitial stage off overtopping
g the curb (F
Figure 4.21) . Around 10 minutes after the experriment
unded by a thick layer o
e
ended, water had mostly
y drained offf the slab and was surrou
of sediment ((Figure
ong with
4
4.22). Once it was fully drained,
d
seve
eral pieces of
o debris we
ere captured on top (Figu
ure 4.23), alo
rresidue withiin the sack (Figure
(
4.24)). Because severe
s
pond
ding occurred
d only towarrd the end off the
e
experiment, a thick layerr of sedimen
nt was still ca
aptured desp
pite ponding
g. Proper ma
aintenance likely
m
must be conducted to prrevent accum
mulated debris from colle
ecting inside
e the sack and leading to
o flow
rrestriction. This product worked
w
well for sedimen
nt retention, but it create
ed significant ponding co
ompared
to other prod
ducts tested..

Figure 4.18
8 Inlet Pro at
a 119 gpm (7.5 L/s) flo
ow rate.
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Figure
e 4.19 Inlet Pro whirlpo
ool formatio
on.

Figure 4.20 Inlet Pro
P accumu lated pondiing.

Figure 4.21 Product ne
early overto
opping afterr experimen
nt ended (In
nlet Pro).
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Figu
ure 4.22 Sed
diment resid
due after drraining slab
b (Inlet Pro).

Fig
gure 4.23 Ex
xterior debrris after dra
aining slab ((Inlet Pro).

Figure 4.24 Accumu
ulated sack residue aftter draining
g slab (Inlet Pro).
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SECTION 5: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 FRAME AND GRATE
Throughout the frame and grate experiment, it was observed that sediment concentration decreased
with increasing time (Figure 5.1). It was observed that the sediment concentration after the product
jumped up around 9 minutes. It was suspected that this spike in values was likely due to the product
being filled with sediment and debris, with water overtopping the sack. As observed in Figure 5.1, the
difference in sediment concentration before and after the product was installed was small throughout
the experiment.

Frame and Grate
Sediment Concentration (mg/L)

3000
2500
2000
1500

Before Product
After Product

1000
500
0
0

3

6

9

12

15

Time (min)
Figure 5.1 Sediment concentrations for frame and grate.
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5.2 DANDY CURB SACK
Throughout the experiment, it was observed that sediment concentration decreased with increasing
time (Figure 5.2). Because there was significant ponding, any added soil would merely swirl in the pool
formed in front of the product. Despite the ponding, results show that the product is very effective in
retaining sediment.

Dandy curb sack
Sediment Concentration (mg/L)

3000
2500
2000
Before Product

1500

After Product
1000
500
0
0

3

6

9

12

15

Time (min)
Figure 5.2 Sediment concentrations for Dandy curb sack.
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5.3 DANDY CURB BAG
For 9 minutes after the experiment started, it was observed that sediment concentrations were lower
once water passed through the product (Figure 5.3). Once ponding became severe, around 10 minutes,
sediment concentrations before the product was installed were almost same or lower than sediment
control after the product was installed. At 12 minutes, sediment concentrations (after the product was
installed) increased, likely due to ponding.

Dandy curb bag
Sediment Concentrations (mg/L)
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After Product
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9

12

15

Time (min)
Figure 5.3 Sediment concentrations for Dandy curb bag.
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5.4 GEOHAY
The GeoHay proved to be ineffective because it ponded within 2 or 3 minutes. Minimal flow entered the
product, and it quickly ponded the concrete slab. The experiment was concluded at that point, and the
GeoHay product was classified as a product.
5.5 EROSION EEL
Based on the sample analysis results, it can be observed from the graph that sediment concentration
before and after the product were the same (Figure 5.4). One reason could be the gaps alongside the
curb, which were unable to be covered due to the product being very rigid. This allowed high levels of
sediment to freely pass through the product unfiltered with minimal restriction. Since the results
indicated that the product was not able to retain any sediment, the Erosion Eel was found to be
inadequate for curb and gutter protection measure.

Erosion Eel
Sediment Concentrations (mg/L)
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Figure 5.4 Sediment concentrations for Erosion Eel.
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5.6 SEDIGUARD
During the experiment, it was observed that sediment concentration after the product was smaller than
before the product (Figure 5.5). A predominantly uniform trend of proper filtration was observed
throughout the experiment.

SediGuard
Sediment Concentration (mg/L)
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After Product
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Figure 5.5 Sediment concentrations for SediGuard.
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5.7 INLET PRO
Based on sample analysis results, it was observed that throughout the experiment, sediment
concentration after the product was smaller than before the product (Figure 5.6). This product proved to
perform very well, consistently filtering sediment during the entire experiment. Sediment concentrations
after the product slightly fluctuated, likely by ponding that caused soil to circulate around it. Because
added sediment would increase before product concentration, it would merely swirl and have a
negligible effect with water entering the product.

Inlet Pro
Sediment Concentration (mg/L)
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Befor Product
After Product
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Figure 5.6 Sediment concentrations for Inlet Pro.
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SECTION 6: RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 PRODUCT COMPARISON
Figure 6.1 and the accompanying discussion provide a comprehensive performance overview of each
product. The product recommendations are based on observations and results, along with ease of
installation. The GeoHay product is not included in the comparison because the product created
significant ponding and overtopped the curb within 2 minutes into testing.
The percent change in sediment concentration before and after each product is as follows:


Dandy curb bag: 18.70%



Dandy curb sack: 25.95%



Erosion Eel: –3.40%



Frame and Grate: 7.36%



SediGuard: 17.72%



Inlet Pro: 43.25%

Product Comparsion
Average Sediment Concentration(mg/L)

3000
2500
2000
1500
Before Product
1000

After Product

500
0
Dandy Curb
Bag

Dandy Curb
Sack

Erosion Eel

Frame and
Grate

SediGuard

Inlet Pro

Products

Figure 6.1 Comparison of average sediment concentration for curb and gutter inlet protection
products tested.
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Based on observations and data analysis, the SediGuard, Dandy curb sack, and Inlet Pro were found to
perform better than the other products for reducing sediment concentration. The Inlet Pro performed the
best out of the products tested, achieving the highest percent reduction in sediment concentration.
Based on the percent reduction in sediment concentration before and after the products, both Dandy
curb sack and Inlet Pro trapped more sediment than the SediGuard, but they experienced more
ponding. Both products allowed large debris and other contaminants to collect in the sack, which
initially caused unrestricted flow without ponding. As sediment collected in the sack, it allowed water to
slowly seep through and filtered the contaminants. This design provided a good compromise, allowing
for filtration and free flow into the grate without immediate clogging. Once the sack filled with water,
however, any additional water would back up and create ponding. The Inlet Pro performed better than
Dandy curb sack, primarily due to its fabric permittivity. Despite the Inlet Pro having a higher level of
ponding, it still achieved the highest percent reduction in sediment concentration compared to others.
Therefore, both Dandy curb sack and Inlet Pro fabrics may work better with a flow rate of higher than
119 gallons/minute (7.5 L/s).
Despite being less effective in trapping sediment, SediGuard required less maintenance and ponded
much less when compared to Dandy curb sack and Inlet Pro. The SediGuard provided a balance
between sediment retention and ponding with minimal cleanup/maintenance, making it the best product
overall compared to others. Hence, the SediGuard may work well with flow rates of less or more than
119 gallons/minute (7.5 L/s). The one worry we have this product would be during winter and snow
plows.
The Dandy curb bag initially performed well, but ponding conditions became severe as testing time
increased. After several minutes, the accumulated ponding led to product failure (water overtopping the
curb). Also, a low overall total sediment concentration (compared to the other products) was observed
both before and after the product. This was possibly due to improper mixing of the soil in the tank.
Because of ponding severity, this product may work better with a flow rate of higher than 119
gallons/minute (7.5 L/s).
The overflow protection feature of the frame and grate allowed any additional water to simply spill over
without being filtered if the sack was full. Even though the overflow protection prevents street flooding, it
will reduce the effectiveness of the product to filter the sediment. For optimal performance, this product
may work better with a flow rate of less than 119 gallons/minute (7.5 L/s). It is possible that
performance of the frame and grate would improve if the currently used fabric is replaced by more a
porous one.
The Erosion Eel is not recommended. It had the lowest percent reduction in sediment concentration.
Due to the rigidity of the Erosion Eel, water could bypass (underneath and around) the product. Despite
proper installation, water leaked through the points where the product was unable to make proper
contact with the slab.
The GeoHay is not recommended either. The product immediately failed when water entered the grate.
There was immediate ponding after 2 minutes, and the entire slab was flooded. Because the grate was
entirely covered, water was forced to enter through the curbside drain only. The curbside drain does not
have enough surface area to drain a high volume of water, which led to immediate ponding.
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6.2 PRODUCT ANALYSIS
6.2.1 Frame and Grate
 Sediment removal: This product was not very effective; it filtered far less sediment compared
to other products tested. For the flow rate (119 gallons/minute) used in this testing, filtration was
inefficient. For optimal use, this product may work better with a flow rate of less than 119
gallons/minute.


Ease of installation: This product was fairly easy to install, mainly because it could be adjusted
to fit over various-sized grates. Once the product was wedged underneath the grate, it was
somewhat difficult to remove for cleaning. Because this low-profile product sits underneath the
grate, it is best suited for use in areas with heavy traffic.



Ponding: Because of its overflow protection mechanism, this product experienced minimal
amounts of ponding. If the sack is filled with debris or sediment, however, water will overtop the
sack unfiltered.



Product failure: Because the product had overflow protection and sat underneath the grate, it
was considered very durable and able to withstand heavy traffic. This product requires cleaning
after each rainfall event because water will overtop the sack unfiltered if the sack is filled with
debris or sediment.

6.2.2 Dandy Curb Sack
 Sediment removal: This product was very effective but unable to handle the experimental flow
rate (119 gallons/minute), as evidenced by the heavy ponding that nearly flooded the slab.
Despite heavy ponding, it was able to filter a significant amount of sediment compared to the
other products. Observations suggest that this product may work better for a flow rate of less
than 119 gallons/minute (7.5 L/s).


Ease of installation: This product was fairly easy to install; it fit perfectly underneath the grate.
Once wedged inside, it required no additional installation work and can be kept in use for long
durations. Because it sits beneath the grate, this product is most applicable for use in heavy
traffic areas.



Ponding: Ponding was quite severe with this product; sediment and debris tended to settle
inside and restrict flow. Once the bag became filled with water, any additional water backed up
and created ponding. The product might not be a good choice where flooding is a major
problem. Because this product filtered very well, it needs to be cleaned routinely after each
rainfall event.



Product failure: For the given experimental flow rate of 119 gallons/minute (7.5 L/s), the
product was not found to be porous enough to convey the sediment-laden water efficiently.
Because of this, the product created extreme ponding, which can be a safety concern for heavy
traffic areas.

6.2.3 Dandy Curb Bag
 Sediment removal: Results indicated that this product filtered a fair amount of sediment. This
product was consistent in filtering sediment throughout the experiment, but it produced heavy
amounts of ponding. Once extreme ponding occurred, the product was unable to filter, and
water overtopped the curb. This product may work better with a flow rate of less than 119
gallons/minute (7.5 L/s).
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Ease of installation: This product was very easy to install. The grate is wrapped around the
product, and the opening is secured with Velcro. This product was easy to clean and required
minimal maintenance once installed.



Ponding: Ponding was quite severe, which nearly flooded the entire concrete slab during
testing.



Product failure: This product was unable to handle the experimental flow rate (119
gallons/minute or 7.5 L/s). The flow eventually overtopped the curb, which can be classified as a
product failure due to excessive ponding.

6.2.4 GeoHay
 Sediment removal: This product was unable to filter any sediment; it immediately ponded after
testing started.


Ease of installation: This product was very easy install; it required the grate to be covered and
the product placed on top.



Ponding: This product performed very poorly; it immediately ponded after testing started.
Because the product is designed to cover only curbside opening and the grate was covered with
plastic, it significantly reduced the surface area that water could drain into the inlet.



Product failure: This product immediately ponded, and within 2 minutes it nearly overtopped
the curb. Based on the immense ponding and overtopping, this product was classified as a
failure.

6.2.5 Erosion Eel
 Sediment removal: This product was the least efficient, showing an increased sediment
concentration after water passed through the product. Due to the rigidity of this product, water
passed through the gaps unrestricted. This was directly reflected in the sediment
concentrations—only a minimal amount of sediment was filtered.


Ease of installation: This product was very easy to install, but it required several people to
position it properly due to its weight. Once installed, it does not need to be maintained or
cleaned.



Ponding: This product experienced average levels of ponding, primarily due to water leaking
through the gaps along the curb and sides.



Product failure: The product was too rigid and therefore could not create a good ground
contact, which resulted in gaps. Because water passed through the gaps, this product was
unable to filter any sediment.

6.2.6 SediGuard
 Sediment removal: This was among the best products tested. It was able to handle the
experimental flow rate (119 gallons/minute or 7.5 L/s) and filter sediment. After the testing
ended, a thick layer of sediment surrounded the product. Observations suggested that this
product may work well with flow rates of less or more than 119 gallons/minute (7.5 L/s).


Ease of installation: This product was fairly easy to install; it fit perfectly on top of the grate.
Secured by zip ties, this product requires minimal maintenance—just a sweeping after each
rainfall event. Because it is a low-profile product, it is best suited for use in areas with heavy
traffic.
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Ponding: Ponding was quite minimal but average compared to other products. Water flowed
primarily though the top edges—specifically, through the corners alongside the curb.



Product failure: This product was able to work efficiently for sediment retention under the
experimental flow rate of 119 gallons/minute (7.5 L/s).

6.2.7 Inlet Pro
 Sediment removal: This product was the most effective compared to others, but it was unable
to handle the experiment flow rate (119 gallons/minute or 7.5 L/s). Despite heavy ponding, it still
filtered a significant amount of sediment. This product may work better with a flow rate less than
119 gallons/minute (7.5 L/s).


Ease of installation: This product was fairly easy to install; it fit perfectly underneath the grate.
Once wedged inside, it required no additional installation and can be kept in use for long
durations. Because the product sat beneath the grate, it is most applicable for use in heavy
traffic areas.



Ponding: Ponding was quite severe with this product. Sediment and debris tended to settle
inside and restrict flow. Once the bag filled with water, however, any additional water backed up
and created ponding. Water nearly overtopped the curb at the conclusion of the test, which may
lead to possible product failure. Because this product filtered very well, it needs to be cleaned
routinely after each rainfall event.



Product failure: For the given experimental flow rate of 119 gallons/minute (7.5 L/s), the
product was not found to be porous enough to convey the sediment-laden water efficiently. This
resulted in restriction in flow, which led to extreme ponding and possible product failure.

6.3 SUMMARY OF PRODUCT COMPARISON
Table 6.1 is an overview of the results discussed in this section and is provided for easy reference.
Table 6.1 Comparison Table

Product/Criteria

Sediment
Removal

Ease of
Installation

Ponding

Product
Failure

Frame and grate

Decent

Decent

Good

No

Dandy Curb Sack

Good

Good

Decent

No

Dandy Curb Bag

Good

Good

Bad

Yes

GeoHay

Bad

Good

Bad

Yes

Erosion Eel

Bad

Good

Good

No

SediGuard

Good

Decent

Good

No

Inlet Pro

Great

Good

Decent

No

Note: Great: 9–10, Good: 7–8, Decent: 4–6, Bad: 0–3
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